Managing Suicide Risk in Primary Care: Practice Recommendations for Behavioral Health Consultants
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Psychologists working in primary care clinics can have a significant positive impact on preventing suicide. For psychologists working within the behavioral health consultant (BHC) model in primary care, however, the issue of how to appropriately manage suicide risk within this model has yet to be adequately addressed. Given the time-limited and focused nature of the BHC model, it is important to establish a framework for psychologists to provide adequate care that is practical within this model of health care. This article offers 26 empirically supported recommendations for suicide screening, accurate and time-efficient risk assessment, and effective risk management strategies, as well as suggestions for consultation with primary care physicians, all of which are consistent with the BHC model.
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Considering that 45% of individuals who die by suicide make contact with a primary care provider (PCP) in the month prior to their death (Luoma, Martin, & Pearson, 2002), and nearly 20% make contact within 1 day of their death (Pirkis & Burgess, 1998), it is not surprising that primary care and family medicine clinics have been identified as potentially key settings for addressing suicide (Luoma et al., 2002; Pirkis & Burgess, 1998; Schulberg et al., 2005). This is particularly noteworthy for older and elderly adults, who have elevated depression and suicide rates but often do not receive adequate primary care or specialty mental health treatment to address these health problems (Unutzer et al., 2002). As psychologists are increasingly placed in primary care clinics to improve and expand the general population’s access to mental health care, however, the potential for having a positive impact on reducing the incidence of suicidal behaviors through earlier detection and treatment is enhanced (Schulberg et al., 2004).

The concept of integrated primary care—referred to by a variety of names, including primary care psychology and collaborative care—has gained increased attention in recent years as an effective and important mental health care delivery system for a range of medical and mental health problems (see, e.g., Blount et al., 2007) across racial groups (Miranda, Schoenbaum, Sherbourne, Duan, & Wells, 2004) and all stages of life.
Various models of integrated primary care have been proposed and implemented (Gatchel & Oordt, 2003), each of which varies in terms of the extent to which the psychologist interacts with patients and—more important—maintains primary responsibility for treatment decisions (see Table 1).

The focus of this article is the behavioral health consultant (BHC) model, which is typically marked by treatment decisions made collaboratively by the psychologist and PCP, though PCPs maintain ultimate responsibility for patient care coordination. In this model, PCPs refer patients to BHCs, who conduct brief evaluations and interventions with the patient and then provide the PCP with feedback and recommendations for ongoing care that are related to the patient’s mental health concerns. The mental health provider’s role in this model is as an embedded consultant within the primary care clinic, allowing for quicker access to a mental health provider and streamlined care. Patient contact with a BHC is brief and problem focused, and the typical course of care spans one to four appointments, each lasting 15 to 30 min in length. These defining features of the BHC model—brief appointments, time-limited contact with patients, collaborative decision making, and PCP responsibility for patient care—contribute directly to many BHCs’ concerns about the acceptable level of care for suicidal patients.

Unfortunately, suicide risk is an area that is often overlooked or omitted in most BHC practice manuals and texts. As a result, BHCs often find themselves confronted in these settings with a host of issues related to suicidal patients that have not yet been adequately addressed, including the level of suicide risk that can be effectively and safely managed in primary care, appropriate interventions (including antidepressants), thresholds for referral to specialty mental health care, and extent of follow-up. Each of these issues reflects the ambiguity of the appropriate management of suicidal patients within the BHC model, which can lead to inconsistencies in clinical care. In this article, specific practice recommendations for the management of suicide risk within the BHC model are proposed and discussed, based on the need to clearly outline good clinical care for patients, that remain practical within the scope of BHC practice.

### Routinely Screen for Suicide Risk During Each Initial Consultation and as Clinically Indicated at Follow-up Contacts

Because suicide is such a low base-rate phenomenon, it is not possible to predict its occurrence with any reasonable level of reliability or consistency. BHC screening of every referred patient for suicide risk during initial contact is therefore recommended for increasing the likelihood of identifying individuals who might be at elevated risk. Screening is a brief and straightforward strategy conducted to identify individuals at risk for suicide, in contrast to assessment, in which a more thorough understanding of the nature and intensity of suicide risk is obtained following positive screenings (cf. Robinson & Reiter, 2007). Screening can be accomplished in a variety of ways according to the needs and demands of each clinic, whether through clinician questioning during the clinical encounter or through the use of brief, standardized measures that include screening items for suicidal ideation and/or behaviors, such as the Patient Health Questionnaire (PHQ-9; Kroenke, Spitzer, & Williams, 2001) or the Behavioral Health Measure (BHM-20; Kopta & Lowry, 2002).

For positive screenings, the BHC should assess the nature and content of the ideation to clarify whether the patient is experiencing suicidal ideation or nonsuicidal morbid ideation. Nonsuicidal morbid ideation includes thoughts about death or wishing one were dead without suicidal content (e.g., “If I didn’t wake up tomorrow, that would be okay” or “I just wish it would all be over”). This differentiation is key, as specific suicidal ideation has a much higher likelihood of resulting in actual suicide attempts.

### Note

1 From this point forward, a psychologist working within the behavioral health consultation model will be referred to as a BHC (behavioral health consultant) to differentiate them from psychologists working in other settings, particularly traditional specialty mental health care settings.

### Table 1 Models of Integrated Primary Care and Associated Primary Treatment Decision Maker

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Primary responsibility for treatment decisions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collocated clinics and primary mental health care provider</td>
<td>Specialty mental health care located in primary care clinic</td>
<td>Psychologist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral health consultant</td>
<td>Limited integration of mental health care with primary care clinic, though primary care serves as source of referrals Mental health treatment delivered separate from PCP care Psychologist is member of primary care team</td>
<td>PCP, with input from psychologist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff adviser</td>
<td>Psychologist serves as expert consultant to PCPs Psychologist does not have office collocated in primary care clinic and is generally available via pager or phone</td>
<td>PCP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. PCP = primary care physician.
stronger association with suicidal behaviors than does nonsuicidal morbid ideation (Joiner, Rudd, & Rajab, 1997), therefore implicating different clinical responses. Patients who screen positive for suicidal ideation should be further assessed for suicide risk, whereas patients who screen negative do not require further risk assessment. Although the U.S. Preventive Services Task Force (2004) neither recommends nor discourages routine suicide screening in primary care, this two-stage strategy (i.e., screening followed by assessment) has since been found to improve the identification of suicidal patients in an approach that fits well within the integrated primary care setting (Schulberg et al., 2005).

Recommendations for BHC Practices

1. Screen every patient for suicide risk during the initial BHC visit and as clinically indicated.

2. Differentiate between suicidal ideation and nonsuicidal morbid ideation.

For Positive Screenings, Conduct a Brief but Thorough Risk Assessment

For patients screening positive for suicide risk, further evaluation is required, as dispositional decisions and appropriate clinical response depends on accurate assessment of current risk level (Bryan & Rudd, 2006; Rudd, Joiner, & Rajab, 2001). On the basis of our experience as BHC trainers, we have found that a frequently asked question from BHCs surrounds how to accurately assess suicide risk and appropriately manage that risk within the brief window of the typical BHC appointment. As with any other aspect of BHC clinical work, the BHC should approach risk assessment in a manner that accounts for the greatest amount of suicide risk with the smallest number of variables. It is therefore recommended that BHCs sequence their risk assessment questions so they focus on those areas that have been empirically supported to most robustly predict suicidal behaviors. Sequencing entails asking questions in a particular order to minimize patient anxiety, which can result in more accurate self-reports and optimal clinical decision making (Shea, 2002), as well as maximization of the information gained in the most practical, efficient, and clinically useful manner. A suggested format for the sequencing of questions for BHCs, along with sample queries, is presented in Figure 1 and discussed below. With practice and experience, it is possible to complete a risk assessment within the typical 25- to 30-min window allotted for BHC appointments.

During the typical BHC appointment, the issue of suicide risk usually emerges in terms of current or recent suicidal thoughts or behaviors. It is important, however, for the BHC to obtain a brief history of the patient’s suicidal behaviors. This can be accomplished by first asking whether the patient has ever had suicidal thoughts in the past and then asking whether the patient has ever attempted suicide. If the patient responds negatively, the BHC can follow up with a third question that directly probes for specific methods of self-harm and rehearsal behaviors. By sequencing questions in this order, the BHC gradually increases the intensity and sensitivity of the information being requested, which can result in more accurate reporting (Shea, 2002). Furthermore, asking about suicidal history in a repeated and increasingly specific manner is important because some patients will withhold information about their suicidal thoughts and behaviors unless directly asked (Rudd, Joiner, & Rajab, 2001). To decrease the chances of missing an important piece of the patient’s history, BHCs can ask whether the patient has considered or engaged in “any other way” or method of suicidal behavior that was not specifically asked about.

It is imperative that BHCs assess suicide attempt history. Of the many risk factors that have been empirically identified as associated with increased risk for suicide, the single most significant and robust predictor of future suicide attempts and death by suicide across the entire life span is previous suicide attempts (Clark, Gibbons, Fawcett, & Scheftner, 1989; Forman, Berk, Henriques, Brown, & Beck, 2004; Joiner et al., 2005; Ostamo & Lonnqvist, 2001). Specifically, multiple attempters (those who have made two or more previous suicide attempts) are at much greater risk for suicide than nonmultiple attempters (those who have made no previous suicide attempts or one previous suicide attempt only; Rudd, 2006). As such, history of suicide is a critical component of the BHC’s risk assessment. In most cases, however, patients will not report a history of past suicidal behaviors, in which case the BHC returns to assessing the current suicidal episode.

Multiple Attempters

If a patient endorses previous suicidal behaviors, the BHC should ask how often and when these behaviors occurred. Because it is crucial that patterns in behavior and intent over time be assessed, assessing multiple attempters in primary care can understandably be daunting for the BHC. The BHC’s goal should not be to obtain a thorough and detailed history of suicide-related behaviors, but rather to establish a snapshot of the patient’s behavioral pattern and intent over time to better understand the patient’s current risk.

This snapshot of the patient’s suicidal history can be achieved by starting with the first episode, then jumping forward to the “worst” or “most serious” episode, then returning to the current episode. Among multiple attempters, specifically asking about the patient’s “worst-point” suicide attempt has been found to predict future suicidal behavior more robustly than asking about other suicidal episodes because it provides an indicator of the trajectory of suicidal behavior over time (Joiner et al., 2003). In each of these time frames, it is important to assess behavioral intent through direct questioning regarding the patient’s intended or desired outcome, as well as through indirect indicators of intent, such as the context of the behavior (e.g., the probability of survival). A brief and straightforward method for determining suicidal intent and estimating the risk for another attempt is gauging the patient’s reaction to surviving a previous attempt—those wishing they were dead are more likely to attempt again than are those glad to be alive (Brown, Steer, Henriques, & Beck, 2005).

Assessing the Current Suicidal Episode

When assessing the current suicidal episode, BHCs should focus on those suicidal symptoms termed resolved plans and preparation (Joiner, Rudd, & Rajab, 1997). Resolved plans and preparation consist of a sense of courage to make an attempt,
the availability of the means and the opportunity for making an attempt, the specificity of the plan for making an attempt, preparatory and rehearsal behavior, the duration of suicidal ideation, and the intensity of suicidal ideation. Because suicidal planning predicts suicidal behavior much more strongly than do a lack of reasons for living, a wish for death, the frequency of suicidal ideation, the desire and expectancy for making a suicide attempt, the lack of deterrents to making an attempt, and suicidal communication (Beck, Brown, & Steer, 1997; Joiner, Rudd, & Rajab, 1997; Joiner et al., 2003; Mieczkowski, Sweeney, Haas, & Junker, 1993). BHCs who focus their risk assessments on symptoms of resolved plans and preparation can maximize the clinical accuracy of risk assessment in a time-efficient manner.

BHCs are also encouraged to ask about current protective factors, as this can provide clues for developing interventions for short-term management. For example, activating a patient’s social support network and increasing their reasons for living are simple and straightforward strategies that can lead to positive clinical outcomes (Bryan, 2007; Joiner, 2005). Obtaining consent to communicate with a pa-

Suicide screening:
- Do things ever get so bad you think about ending your life or suicide?
- Tell me a little bit about what, specifically, you have been thinking. What is it exactly that goes through your mind?

[Differentiate suicidal ideation from nonsuicidal morbid ideation]

If negative suicide screening: Discontinue risk assessment
If positive suicide screening: Screen for multiple attempt status

Multiple attempter screening
- Have you ever had thoughts like this before?
- Have you ever tried to kill yourself before?
- So you’ve never cut yourself, burned yourself, held a gun to your head, taken more pills than you should, or tried to kill yourself in any other way?

If no evidence of prior attempt(s): Assess current suicidal episode
If positive evidence of prior attempt(s): Assess multiple attempt status

Assess multiple attempt status
- How many times have you tried to kill yourself?
  - Let’s talk about the first time…
    a. When did this occur?
    b. What did you do?
    c. Where were you when you did this?
    d. Did you hope you would die, or did you hope something else would happen?
    e. Afterwards, were you glad to be alive or disappointed you weren’t dead?
- I’d like to talk a bit about the worst time… [Repeat a through e]

Assess current suicidal episode
- Let’s talk about what’s going on right now. You said you’ve been thinking about [content].
- Have you thought about how you might kill yourself?
- When you think about suicide, do the thoughts come and go, or are they so intense you can’t think about anything else?
- Have you practiced [method] in any way, or have you done anything to prepare for your death?
- Do you have access to [method]?

Screen for protective factors
- What is keeping you alive right now?

Figure 1. Suggested sequencing of suicide risk assessment questions by behavioral health consultants.
tient’s family members, friends, partners, or significant others about treatment recommendations and crisis response plans can, in addition, enable the BHC to enhance outpatient safety and treatment adherence through social support.

**Recommendations for BHC Practices**

3. For positive suicide screenings, conduct a more thorough risk assessment emphasizing previous suicidal behaviors and current suicidal planning.

4. Screen for multiple-attempt status. For positive screenings, briefly identify behavioral patterns and intent over time and specifically assess worst-point suicide attempts.

5. Focus on resolved plans and preparation when assessing the current suicidal crisis.

6. Screen for protective factors to develop interventions and activate social support.

7. Obtain consent to involve social support networks when appropriate and possibly to enhance outpatient safety and treatment adherence.

Provide Short-term Management of Suicide Risk Through Crisis Management Interventions and Follow Up Until Specialty Mental Health Services Are Established

The vast majority of patients that the BHC assesses will not meet criteria for inpatient treatment and can be effectively treated on an outpatient basis, whether through the primary care clinic or referral to specialty mental health care. As such, the BHC needs to follow risk assessments with interventions designed to manage risk in the short term. One such strategy is the crisis response plan (see Rudd, Mandrusiak, & Joiner, 2006, for a detailed description), which is a decisional aid that outlines a set of specific instructions for the patient to follow during periods of crisis. Crisis response plans can be written on a 3 × 5 card, a business card, or a BHC behavioral prescription pad. The first steps typically involve self-management strategies frequently used by BHCs (e.g., behavioral activation and social support) that work to develop crisis management skills and affect regulation. Incorporating identified protective factors in these early steps can be particularly useful, especially increasing any positive social relationships (e.g., family, friends, significant others). The final steps involve the use of external interventions, such as accessing clinical and crisis support services.

Because BHCs are not typically “on call” for patients, crisis response plans should include emergency contact information for times when the BHC will be unavailable to patients (e.g., suicide hotlines and local hospitals). It is important that BHCs develop crisis response plans collaboratively with patients to obtain buy-in, as well as briefly practice the crisis response plan to avoid the assumption of basic skills that the patient might actually lack. For example, having a patient practice dialing the BHC’s phone number during the appointment provides an opportunity for behavioral rehearsal and exposure to the BHC’s voicemail system (including leaving a practice message for the BHC to call back). Crisis response plans can typically be developed and practiced in 5 to 10 min. Note that crisis response plans are not the same as no-suicide contracts or contracts for safety, which lack the scientific support and legal protection they are often believed to provide (see Rudd et al., 2006, for a discussion). It is recommended that BHCs avoid the use of no-suicide contracts and discourage their use by all members of the primary care team.

Follow-up clinical contacts for suicidal patients follow a format that is no different from that of the follow-up appointment in the BHC model, in that appointments are focused on assessing changes in presenting symptoms and problem solving about barriers to change. BHCs should assess any changes in suicidal symptoms or risk factors since the previous clinical encounter, determine whether the patient has followed through with recommendations (including making contact with specialty mental health services), assist the patient with overcoming obstacles to following recommendations, and provide new interventions and recommendations based on the current clinical presentation. Because suicide risk is inherently dynamic and time limited, ongoing monitoring of changes in risk level enables the BHC and PCP to respond adequately to patient needs and modify treatment appropriately. Patients at a higher risk will naturally demand more intensive and frequent clinical monitoring until they can be connected with specialty mental health care. Follow-up clinical contact can often be accomplished through office visits or telephone contacts by any member of the primary care team, not necessarily just by the BHC. BHCs should aim, wherever feasible, to connect suicidal patients with specialty mental health services within 1 to 2 weeks of the appointment during which suicide risk was identified. Strategies for managing risk in the intervening period are discussed in greater detail below.

**Recommendations for BHC Practices**

8. Use crisis response plans and other strategies that incorporate protective factors and target emotional regulation, self-management, and crisis response skills. Avoid no-suicide contracts and discourage their use by PCPs.

9. During follow-ups, review recommendations with patients, help problem solve to combat obstacles, and develop new interventions as indicated.

10. Follow up with suicidal patients via office visits and/or telephone contacts to monitor changes in risk level until specialty mental health care is initiated.

11. Connect suicidal patients with specialty mental health care as appropriate.

Notify PCP of Elevated Suicide Risk and Provide Treatment Recommendations

Once patients are identified as elevated in risk for suicide, BHCs should notify PCPs to discuss strategies for treatment and risk management. This coordination is imperative so that PCPs can make safe and effective decisions about medication issues (e.g., prescribing only nonlethal amounts and dosages of drugs). Antidepressant medications should also be considered if initiation of pharmacotherapy can contribute to symptom management or relief. Widespread concerns about antidepressant use following placement of the Food and Drug Administration’s black box warning on antidepressant labels have contributed to a decrease in antidepressant prescriptions (see, e.g., Kurian et al., 2007) despite scientific evidence that antidepressant treatment contributes to
decreased suicide rates (Bostwick, 2006; Gibbons et al., 2007). Antidepressants appear to have a particularly positive effect when obtained in primary care clinics or connected with the initiation of outpatient psychotherapy (Simon & Savarino, 2007). BHCs therefore play an important role in educating PCPs about the research on antidepressants and suicide and the provision of short-term follow-up during the month following initiation of a new antidepressant—the time frame during which suicide risk can increase among a small subpopulation of depressed patients with irritable or agitated symptoms (Bostwick, 2006; Rihmer & Akiskal, 2006).

In addition, primary care clinics might benefit from instituting a tracking procedure that monitors patients identified as elevated in risk for suicide, such as a high-risk log that compiles a centralized list of high-risk patients that is routinely updated on the basis of professional consultation or the flagging of medical charts to serve as a visual cue of elevated risk for any clinic staff member accessing the chart during a clinical encounter. Tracking systems—no matter what form they take—offer protection for the patient, the provider, and ultimately the clinic, because they categorize patients by their ongoing level of risk, thus facilitating and documenting clinical decision making (Wingate, Joiner, Walker, Rudd, & Jobes, 2004). Continuous risk-tracking procedures are also useful for managing suicidal patients by providing a safety net in the event that the patient’s assigned provider is unavailable.

**Recommendations for BHC Practices**

12. Notify PCPs of the results of risk assessments, provide recommendations, and collaborate on treatment coordination.

13. Educate PCPs about the benefits and limitations of antidepressant medications for patients at risk of suicide and assist in short-term clinical monitoring of side effects.

14. Consult with primary care clinics to develop tracking procedures for suicidal patients.

**Facilitate Referrals to Specialty Mental Health Care**

Patients at moderate or higher risk for suicide should be referred to specialty mental health care. To ensure consistency with recommended operationalizations of risk level for specialty mental health care (Wingate et al., 2004), for BHC practices it is recommended that moderate risk for patients with no previous suicide attempts or one previous suicide attempt only (nonmultiple attempters) be defined as the presence of one or more symptoms of resolved plans and preparation. For multiple attempters, it is recommended that any significant level of emotional distress or suicidal crisis—regardless of symptomatic level—be considered as at least moderate risk and appropriate for referral to specialty mental health care. Though patients at mild risk for suicide can be effectively managed in primary care through PCP–BHC collaboration (Schulberg et al., 2004), encouraging a patient to engage in specialty mental health care is still recommended.

Patients are often unaware of how to gain access to specialty mental health care, particularly when they have to navigate through what might seem to be a confusing administrative maze of managed care. BHCs and primary care teams can therefore provide considerable assistance to patients by helping them to identify skilled specialty care providers that are covered by their managed care organization. Many suicidal patients also benefit from role-playing their initial contact with specialty mental health care (e.g., inquiring whether new patients are being accepted, whether the psychologist accepts the patient’s insurance, and what the typical format of an intake session is), which can reduce any anxiety or uncertainty about initiating treatment.

BHCs should also consult with their clinic to establish a transfer policy, in which the primary care team continues to monitor suicidal patients until initiation of treatment with specialty mental health care can be confirmed. Confirmation of a successful transfer can be obtained in a number of ways, the simplest of which is obtaining an objective indicator of proof of attendance from the patient, such as the signing of a consent form to release information to the specialty mental health clinician or the provision of the new clinician’s contact information or business card. Instituting a transfer policy is a highly recommended risk management strategy for “closing the loop” on high-risk cases in BHC practices.

**Recommendations for BHC Practices**

15. Recommend referral of patients at moderate or higher risk for suicide to specialty mental health care and assist them in getting connected.

16. Encourage patients at mild risk for suicide to consider specialty mental health care, although they can be managed effectively through PCP–BHC collaboration.

17. Consult with primary care clinics to establish a transfer policy to ensure suicidal patients are connected with specialty mental health care.

**Recommend Severely Suicidal Patients Be Referred for Inpatient Evaluation**

Due primarily to a lack of clinical training in managing suicide risk, BHCs have noted through personal experience that it is not uncommon for PCPs to react to suicide risk with an alarmist attitude—responding to any mention of suicide with a recommendation for psychiatric hospitalization. Inpatient hospitalization is commonly assumed to be the “gold standard” for treatment of suicide risk among medical professionals when, in fact, inpatient hospitalization has never been found to be efficacious in a clinical trial (Comtois & Linehan, 2006), and its effectiveness has been described as “questionable” by the Institute of Medicine (2002, p. 251). Hospitalization also carries with it the added burdens of increased financial costs and social stressors resulting from missed work, inability to take care of personal responsibilities, and possible stigma. In contrast, outpatient psychosocial treatments that specifically target problem-solving strategies and suicidal symptoms and behaviors demonstrate the greatest level of efficacy (Comtois & Linehan, 2006) and are more effective at retaining the patients at highest risk than inpatient treatment (Rudd et al., 1996).

The BHC plays a critical role in educating PCPs about the judicious and clinically appropriate use of hospitalization to manage suicide risk. Occasionally, extremely high-risk patients will present to the primary care clinic, and further evaluation for hospitalization will be deemed necessary to maintain patient safety. However, the detailed risk assessment needed to make an accurate determination about hospitalization is outside the scope of
the BHC; it is therefore recommended that BHCs encourage PCPs to refer patients assessed as being at extreme risk for suicide to a local emergency services facility for further evaluation. Consistent with operationalizations of risk in specialty mental health care (Wingate et al., 2004), inpatient evaluations should be recommended when a nonmultiple attempter reports two or more symptoms of resolved plans and preparation, significant emotional distress, and the absence of a social support network that can assist with outpatient safety. For multiple attempters, BHCs should recommend further evaluation in the presence of two or more symptoms of resolved plans and preparation. It is important to note that decisions about whether or not to refer a patient for inpatient evaluation ultimately lie with the PCP, who should initiate this process as the clinician with primary treatment responsibility for the patient.

To facilitate the process of inpatient evaluation, BHCs should consider the value of implementing several strategies before such a crisis occurs in the clinic. First, BHCs need to be aware of the criteria for voluntary and involuntary hospitalization in their jurisdictions to reduce confusion during a suicidal crisis. Next, by developing formal relationships with local psychiatric inpatient facilities regarding the sharing of clinical information and coordination of discharge planning in advance of suicidal crises, BHCs can improve treatment provision and minimize miscommunication. BHCs might also benefit from obtaining copies of release-of-information consent forms from the most frequently used inpatient facilities so that signatures can be obtained from patients prior to hospitalization. In addition, clinics should consider developing policies for patient transport to inpatient facilities, which might entail contracting with an ambulance company. BHCs and PCPs need to be aware of heightened suicide risk upon patient discharge from inpatient status, which implicates immediate outpatient evaluation (Bryan & Rudd, 2006). In light of mounting evidence that suicide risk actually increases following inpatient care (Gladstone et al., 2001; Goldston et al., 1999), it is a mistake for BHCs and PCPs to assume that the “case is closed” once inpatient care has been obtained. BHCs are encouraged to work with PCPs to be aware of heightened suicide risk following discharge and to assist patients in getting connected with outpatient specialty mental health care, which should be accomplished as part of their inpatient discharge plan.

**Recommendations for BHC Practices**

18. Recommend that PCPs refer nonmultiple attempters reporting significant emotional distress, two or more symptoms of resolved plans and preparations, and an absence of social support for inpatient evaluation by emergency services.

19. Recommend that PCPs refer multiple attempters reporting two or more symptoms of resolved plans and preparations for inpatient evaluation.

20. Educate PCPs about the limitations of inpatient care and the empirical support for outpatient mental health care.

21. Assist primary care clinics in developing formal relationships with frequently used inpatient facilities to improve coordination of patient care.

22. Encourage clinics to develop a plan for transporting patients requiring inpatient evaluation.

**Thoroughly Document Risk Assessments and Clinical Decisions**

Thorough documentation is an important factor for providing a record of clinical care and documenting the clinician’s decision-making process. To thoroughly document consultations within the fast-paced environment of the primary care clinic, it is important that BHCs “work smarter, not harder.” Use of standardized forms or templates can dramatically decrease documentation time, and the inclusion of direct quotes of actual patient statements is ideal. Each note should include the results of the suicide screening, whether positive or negative. For positive screenings, BHCs should also record the content of the risk assessment, interventions with patients, any consultations with PCPs or other professionals, and plans for follow-up. Similarly, documentation for follow-up appointments should include changes in risk factors, patient adherence (or lack thereof) with recommendations, additional consultations, and plans for further follow-up. Once a patient has been connected with specialty mental health care, this should be documented as well to close the loop. Ideally, the BHC will produce a record of his or her decision-making process across the course of treatment.

**Recommendations for BHC Practices**

23. Document results of suicide screening, whether positive or negative, for every patient visit.

24. Document presence (or absence) of risk factors, interventions and recommendations, consultations, and plans for follow-up.

25. For follow-up appointments, document changes in risk factors, patient adherence with interventions and recommendations, consultations, and plans for further follow-up.

26. Document when patients are successfully connected with specialty mental health care.

**Closing Remarks**

Twenty-six succinct practice recommendations for managing suicidal patients have been offered for psychologists working as BHCs in integrated primary care clinics. These recommendations fit within the time-limited and problem-focused primary care setting. This is only a start for establishing clear and consistent expectations for BHC practice, based on a foundation of current, empirical findings. These recommendations will continue to evolve in response to further scientific investigation and considerable collegial and professional debate. However, this serves as a first step in improving the care for individuals in the greatest need of mental health services, which could ultimately lead to a significant positive impact on this major public health problem.
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